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New design for CCH Smart Charts
CCH recently released the redesigned series of CCH Smart Charts.

Taija Sparkman •  Jan. 09, 2013

CCH, a Wolters Kluwer business, recently released the redesigned series of CCH Smart
Charts, including State Tax Smart Charts, Worldwide Tax Rates and Answers and Federal
Expiring Provisions Smart Charts. CCH provides tax, accounting and audit
information, software and services to tax, accounting and business professionals.

The charts, available through CCH’s IntelliConnect platform have been enhanced and
optimized for viewing on iOS and Android mobile devices. The new design features
new navigation, display and functionality. Users can quickly access CCH charts from
the top navigation bar, as well as hover over items to view descriptions. Content
that’s saved on a computer is easily accessible from a tablet or smartphone and items
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change color when selected. Other features include a reset button on every screen
and a “Find” feature on the results page.

“CCH’s optimized Smart Charts offer more colorful displays with easy-to-�nd facts
for anyone who enjoys the �exibility of relying on their smartphones and tablets to
get things done,” said Cindy Kaplan, CCH Product Marketing Manager. “With more
professionals working on-the-go than ever, CCH is providing advanced technology
and tools that maximize mobility – making it easier to �nd information on hand-
held devices when meeting with clients or working away from the of�ce.”

CCH also released a video demonstration with the new design.
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